The paper considers (a) Representations of measure preserving transformations ("rotations") on Wiener space, and (b) The stochastic calculus of variations induced by parameterized rotations {T θ w, 0 ≤ θ ≤ ε}: "Directional derivatives" (dF (T θ w)/dθ) θ=0 , "vector fields" or "tangent processes" (dT θ w/dθ) θ=0 and flows of rotations.
Introduction
Let (W, H, µ) be an abstract Wiener space (AWS): W = {w} is a separable Banach space, H (the Cameron-Martin space) is a separable Hilbert space densely and continuously embedded in W , W * ֒→ H * = H ֒→ W and for every e in W * , w * (e, w) w is N (0, |e| 2 H ). By the Cameron-Martin theorem, for any h ∈ H, the measure induced by w + h is equivalent to the measure µ, therefore if F (w) is a r.v. on the Wiener space, so is F (w + h). This fact enabled the development of the stochastic calculus of variations, i.e. the Malliavin calculus which very roughly is based on the directional derivative of F in the h direction:
(dF (w + εh)/dε) ε=0 . Now, let T be a measure preserving transformation on W (in short, a 'Rotation'), i.e. w * (e, T w) w is also N (0, |e| 2 H ). Then if F (w) is a r.v. so is F (T w) and if T θ w 0 ≤ θ ≤ ε is a smooth collection of rotations one can consider objects like (dF (T θ w)/dθ) θ=0 . The purpose of this paper is to survey previous work and to present new results on the following: for "rotational vector fields", where w is the d-dimensional (d ≥ 2) Wiener process with σ being non-anticipative and skew symmetric. This paper considers the abstract Wiener space setup presented in [8] , it is restricted to flat space. A particular class of anticipative tangent processes was recently considered in [3] .
A class of rotations on Wiener space introduced in [10] are different from the rotations considered here. 
where m(w, t) are the tangent processes introduced in section 5. The case where m(w, t) is of the type of equation of (1.1) was considered in [1] . A more detailed proof of the result of [8] is given. The appendix deals with the following problem:
In view of the results of section 3 and other results, the question arose whether the condition that ∇u(w) is quasinilpotent implies the existence of a filtration such that u is adapted. A counter example, following [14] is presented in the appendix.
Preliminaries
Notation: For each e ∈ H and induced by an element of W * , δ(e) denotes the N (0, |e| 2 H ) r.v. W * (e, w) W . For all e ∈ H, δ(e) denotes the L 2 limit of W * (e n , w) W as e n → e in H.
We will not distinguish between embeddings and inclusions. For example, e ∈ W * will also be considered as an element of H or W ; the distinction being clear from context.
Let X be a separable Hilbert space and u an X valued functional D p,k (X ), p > 1, k ∈ N will denote the Sobolev space of X valued
and for δ, the adjoint of ∇ under the Wiener measure
are continuous linear operators for any p > 1, k ∈ N. The operator δ is the divergence or the Skorohod integral and:
A. Exact and divergence free H valued r.v's.:
Let u ∈ D 2,1 (H) then (a) u is said to be "exact" if u ∈ ∇F (w) for some D 2,1 functional F (w). (b) u is said to be divergence free if δu = 0.
Set
Let LF be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator: LF = δ∇F , assume that EF = 0 then L −1 is a bounded operator and LL −1 F = F . Hence, for any F ∈ respectively.
We prepare, for later reference, the following lemma.
In particular the above result holds for v i = A(w)e i , where
Proof: For smooth F , integrating by parts we have
and δu = 0 follows since ∇ 2 ei,ej F is symmetric in i and j and F is arbitrary.
B. Constructing a filtration on the AWS
Let (W, H, µ) be an A.W.S., we introduce a time structure i.e. a filtration and causality on it as follows: Let the projections {π θ , 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1} be a continuous strictly increasing resolution of the identity on H. Set
Propositions 2.1-2.3 are from [17] . 
Another version of the last result is:
Under the assumptions of the previous proposition, a weakly
Proof: Let u be of the form
where θ i+1 > θ i and the ϕ i are D 2 r.v.'s. Then
h i ∈ H. Now, assume that u is adapted hence the ϕ i are F θi measurable.
Since G is weakly measurable then (2.2) implies that ϕ i Gπ θi+1 (I − π θi )h i is also adapted hence Gu is adapted and G is adapted since u of the form (2.3) are
Conversely, again u is assumed to be adapted, and since Gu is adapted,
and (2.2) follows.
Given a D 2,0 functional F (w) on (W, H, µ) and a filtration π θ (continuous strictly increasing) then there exists a unique adapted u ∈ D 2 (H) such that u ∈ Dom δ, and F (w) = δu, and E(δu) 19] , in the classical setup this follows directly from the multiple Wiener integral). Hence, given
e then u e can be lifted uniquely toũ such that δũ = δu e andũ is adapted to a given filtration.
C. Quasinilpotent operators
An H-S operator on H is said to be quasinilpotent (q.n.p.) if any one of the following is satisfied (cf. [20] or [18] ):
(c) The spectrum of A is {0} only.
Outline of proof: Let θ i+1 > θ i , set
Then,
The following question arises regarding the converse of the last result: Given u such that ∇u is q.n.p., does this imply the existence of a filtration such that u is adapted to it? The answer to this question, as shown in appendix A, is negative. (ii) (S n ) converges in probability;
(v) there exists a probability measure µ in P(B) sucht that
weakly for every f in B ′ .
Cf. [11] for (i), (ii), (iii) and (v); (iv) follows from (i) and implies (v). −→ 0). Hence denoting y = lim y n , then y = T w is a measure preserving transformation and
3 Rotations on Wiener space
.'s and {e n } a CONB induced by W * then by the Ito-Nisio theorem
is a measure preserving transformation, we will refer to it as a rotation. 
Namely, if (e n , n ∈ N) is a complete, orthonormal basis in H then (δ(Re n ), n ∈ N) are independent N (0, 1)-random variables and consequently i δ(Re i )e i defines a measure preserving transformation of W .
The map R satisfying the conditions for this theorem with p = 2 and under (a) with q = 2 will be said to satisfy the rotation conditions.
Outline of proof: Let u : B → H be "an H-C 1 map" and T = w + u, assume that T is a.s. invertible then [18] .
where
In particular, F (w) = 1, u = ∇Rh, then since det 2 ( ) = 1 and |Rh|
by the Ito-Nisio theorem.
The conditions on R in the notation theorem are obviously not necessary since if for all i, u i ∈ U d.f. and defining ρ : H → H by
then δρh = 0 and if R induces a rotation so does R + ρ. We have, however, the following two results, which yield a converse to the rotation theorem. 
Proof:
2. By part 1, y θ = δ(Rπ θ h) is a Gaussian process of independent increments.
Hence it is Gaussian martingale and its quadratic variation satisfies y, y θ = Ey Hence R is an isometry and T w = δ(Re i )e i . If moreover the η i ∈ D 2,2 then ∇Rh ∈ D 2,1 (H) and is q.n.p. since it is adapted.
Remark: For a given rotation T w = δ(Re i )e i , R(w) is "highly non unique"; instead of representing η i as the divergence of adapted processes, we can define η i = δv i with v i ∈ U e to yield a unique R e (w) such that R e h is exact for all h ∈ H and T w = δ(R e e i )e i . In other words, given any R satisfying the assumptions of the theorem we can construct an R e such that δ(R e h) = δ(Rh)
and R e h ∈ U e for all h ∈ H. Thus R e will not necessarily be an isometry. Also, we can "lift" R e to anotherR which is weakly adapted with respect to another filtration.
Two examples of rotations:
(a) Let R be a rotation. Assume that R(w) and R T (w) are adapted (not just weakly adapted) and R T (w) = R −1 (w). Then
and [13, section 109] π(θ, w) can be approximated by polynomials in R and R T .
Consequently for {θ ∈ [0, 1]), π(θ, w)} is adapted. Therefore
is also adapted and under some additional conditions R α (w) induces a rotation for all real α. Setting R 0 = I and A = (dR t /dt) at t = 0 yields
Hence, with A = (dR t /dt) t=0 :
The second term vanished since f ′′ ij is symmetric and A is skew symmetric. Hence
Motivated by (4.3) we define 
The following summarizes some properties of the tangent operator (cf. [8] for proofs).
1) L Q,u is closeable in H (i.e. if F n → 0 in H a.s. and LF n exist, then
namely, L A is a derivation (i.e. behaves as a first order operator).
Let R be unitary and satisfy the rotation condition. Let R t,k (w) denote
Then R t,k is also a.s. unitary and ∇R t,k h is also a.s. quasinilpotent. Assume that R t,k satisfies condition a or b of the rotation theorem then R t,k also induces a rotation, let T t,k denote this rotation. Setting
As shown in [16] and [18] .4) i.e.
If F (w) and g(x), x ∈ R is smooth then
Tangent processes
Let R t satisfy the rotation condition, set L Rt w = T t w = i δ(R t e i )e i . In order to represent the "directional derivative" L A F as the action of a "tangent vector" on F , the "vector field" (dT t w/dt) t=0 is needed. Formally, for A = Remarks: (a) The definition given here is somewhat different from that in [8] as Y may depend on {e i }. 
The proof follows directly from
The relation between the tangent process L Q w and the tangent operator is reflected in the following lemma. 
(b) If we also assume that u = ∇F and Q is skew-symmetric then
(and then L Q w acts as a vector field on F with L Q F being the directional derivative along the tangent process).
Proof: Setting (u, e i ) = v i and u n = n 1 v i e i , where
The left hand side is a continuous functional on W * and the last equation converges on both sides to (5.1) which proves (a). (b) follows since
Note that by Lemma 2.1, if L Q w exist in D 2,1 (H), and if Q + Q T = 0 then:
The tangent processes that were considered in [1] - [5] were of the form of the right hand side of (1.1) in the introduction with {σ ij } skew symmetric and nonanticipative. The relation to the L Q w formulation will now be pointed out.
Consider the case of the
Assume that the q i,j (θ, w) are
Then L Q w exists and as a H-valued r.v.
Proof: Let (e i , i ≥ 1) be an orthonormal basis of H. Then
Since A is of Hilbert-Schmidt, we see that
hence in probability and (5.5) follows.
In order to prove (5.4) we have to show that (5.3) holds for the case where
where δ is the Dirac delta function. Setting 
The proof was first shown to us by Tsirelson [15] , the proof given here is a shorter proof due to Glasner [7] . are isomorphic, it suffices to prove the result for the Lebesgue measure. Set T a (X) = aT (X/a) in (0, a) and T a (X) = X in (a, 1) which is measure preserving, T 1 = T and T 0 is the identity. Now,
Applying Lusin's theorem to approximate T (X) by a continuous τ θ (X), yields
and continuity in ε follows by dominated convergence since θ is arbitrary.
B. Flows
We want to show that for A t + A T t = 0 and additional conditions the equation
defines a flow of rotations. The case where W is the d-dimension Wiener space and A is adapted:
was considered by Cipriano and Cruzeiro [1] . The general result presented in the next theorem is from [8] and is followed by a more detailed proof. 
or, as will be shown later to be the same as
3. Assume that for a given ε > 0, we have
the norm above is defined as 
and (6.2a) follows. Also, since A t is skew symmetric, so are the matrices a Assume now that u is adapted to F · induced by E · then ∇u · E λ = E λ · ∇u · E λ .
Hence (∇ u)
T (I − E λ ) = (I − E λ )(∇ u) T (I − E λ ) .
Consequently for λ = − and by the lemma the left hand side is upper bounded by any δ < 1 2 hence u cannot be adapted to any continuous filtration.
